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Singapore’s story of its achievements in mathematics is one that must be told repeatedly. Each 

retelling of its narrative reveals new insights on its success. Owing to its students’ top-ranked 

performance in the Third International Mathematics and Science Study – Repeat (TIMSS-R) 

in 1999, in both the mathematics and science assessments, this small island nation was 

“reluctantly cast into the spotlight” and became a worldwide phenomenon in mathematics 

education. Yet, Singapore mathematics educators would be the first to say that theirs was not 

an overnight success nor were they a ‘one hit wonder’. Their continued high performance in 

succeeding TIMSS, and Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) is proof of this.  

Most certainly as well, its stellar performance in large-scale assessments was never due to mere 

luck or to the oft-cited “natural” talent of its students.  

 

There is a plethora of literature – books, journal articles, and research reports -- aimed at 

uncovering Singapore’s ‘secret’ but, none of these have fully captured the essence of its 

success. The book, Mathematics Education in Singapore, edited by Tin Lam Toh, Berinderjeet 

Kaur, and Eng Guan Tay fills this gap. The third volume of the book series Mathematics 

Education: An Asian Perspective, this book is a “one-stop resource” (Series Editors’ 

Introduction, p. ix), intended to unpack the truth behind the many speculations about 

Singapore’s mathematics education program and reform initiatives. Drawing from multiple 

sources that include official documents, papers from recent research, and personal experiences 

of all the authors and editors, this book does exactly what it claims. Many in the mathematics 

education field, including this reviewer, have read, and studied Singapore’s mathematics 

curriculum and textbooks, collaborated with Singapore mathematics education colleagues, 

visited, and observed Singapore schools, and benchmarked with its students and teachers, 

among many other undertakings to learn and seek answers to a single question – how does 

Singapore do it?  

 

In the said book consisting of 20 chapters that have been divided into three major sections, on 

top of the Introductory and Concluding chapters, editors Toh, Kaur, and Tay offer an insider’s 

perspective and describe in much detail the most important components that comprise 

Singapore’s quality mathematics education. These include its carefully planned national 

education policy, rigorous mathematics curriculum, strong teacher education and professional 

development programs, and innovative research activities, among others. One must not only 

ask how but as the editors emphasized in Chapter 1, this book answers the questions “why, 

what and how of mathematics education in Singapore” (p. 3) and it does so with clarity and 

certainty. Chapter 1 fulfills its aim of providing an overview of the book and relays the book’s 
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modest goal of sharing with the international community Singapore’s knowledge and 

experience in providing the best mathematics education for their citizens. Section One, 

consisting of Chapters 2 to 6, focuses on Singapore’s School Mathematics Curriculum; Section 

Two, consisting of Chapters 7 to 14, highlights the most impactful teaching and learning 

practices in Singapore schools; last but not the least, Section Three, consisting of Chapters 15-

20, showcases the country’s intensive support system for its mathematics teachers and their 

professional development. 

 

Section One fittingly begins with an informative presentation of Singapore’s educational 

system in Chapter 2. The reader is introduced to its overall educational policy that puts great 

emphasis on providing every child with opportunities for personal development and social 

mobility while instilling the values of lifelong learning and adaptability. One also learns about 

the different paths that pupils can take through the courses of study from Primary School to 

Secondary to Post-Secondary and, finally, to University. Figure 2.3 on p. 19 provides a useful 

map that outlines the different possibilities for vertical progression and lateral transfers 

between courses. Kaur closes this chapter with a discussion of the important milestones that 

characterize Singapore’s national and economic development, adeptly weaving into her 

narrative the parallel progressions in the mathematics curriculum through the four phases of 

the nation’s development -- survival-driven phase, efficiency-driven phase, ability-based 

aspiration-driven phase and values-based student-centric phase.  

 

Two aspects of Singapore’s mathematics education that certainly drove its pupils’ performance 

in TIMSS and PISA are its intended school mathematics curriculum and enacted school 

mathematics curriculum. Chapter 3 rightfully focuses on the intended school mathematics 

curriculum while Chapter 4 enlightens readers with its discussion of the enacted school 

mathematics curriculum. In Chapter 3, Lee, Ng, and Lim offer a coherent picture of 

Singapore’s intended school mathematics curriculum, first by discussing two key approaches 

to curriculum design and teaching, then highlighting the key features of the school mathematics 

curriculum, and finally, tracing and analyzing the revisions to the curriculum from the 

perspective of three educational initiatives. Singapore recognizes the hierarchical nature of 

mathematics and uses the spiral approach in designing the contents of its curriculum. 

Pedagogically, Singapore appropriated Bruner’s (1966) three modes of representation and 

formulated its own version, the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (C-P-A) approach for the teaching 

of concepts, particularly in the Number and Algebra strands. The three unique features of 

Singapore’s intended school mathematics curriculum are familiar to many researchers -- the 

mathematics curriculum framework that has problem-solving as its focus since 1994, the model 

method that has defined Singapore’s teaching of Algebra, and the multidimensional 

connectedness of the curriculum. Three educational initiatives implemented in 1997 -- The 

Critical and Creative Thinking (CCT) Initiative, the National Education (NE) Initiative, and 

the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Initiative – greatly influenced reform 

initiatives on the mathematics curriculum. For example, the CCT initiative resulted in a 10% 

to 30% reduction in content as efforts were made to infuse critical and thinking skills although 

Lee et al. maintain that the school mathematics curriculum was refined and not displaced. A 

most important part of Singapore’s intended school mathematics curriculum is its mathematics 

textbooks and Lee et al. appropriately end this chapter with a brief discussion of these. 

 

The intended curriculum tells only half of the story. What use is an excellent intended 

curriculum when its implementation is inferior or out of sync from the whole educational plan? 
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In Chapter 4, Leong and Kaur draw from studies, specifically the KASSEL project in 1997, the 

Learners’ Perspective Study in 2009 and more recently, the Enactment Project in 2018, 

conducted by Singapore mathematics education researchers on the classroom practices of 

Singapore mathematics teachers in the mainstream schools. This chapter effectively answers 

the question of what happens in a Singapore mathematics classroom, though not in full. 

Additional details on Singapore’s mathematics teaching practices are expounded on in Section 

Two. Utilizing diverse data collection methods that include lesson observation sheets and video 

recordings of classroom lessons from both broad and zoomed-in lenses, studies have shown 

that Singapore mathematics teachers’ employ a wide range of teaching methodologies. In fact, 

Leong & Kaur justifiably argue that given the complex nature of its enacted curriculum, there 

is no single label that can be used to describe what happens in the classroom and more 

importantly, no one can ascertain that a single Singapore pedagogy for mathematics exists.  

 

An important aim of school mathematics is to prepare its pupils for tertiary level. Singapore 

offers a wide range of choices for tertiary education and ensures the right amount of preparation 

needed, most especially since STEM education in universities has been re-emphasized. In 

Chapter 5, Ho et al.  describe Singapore’s pre-university mathematics education, particularly 

at the ‘A’-Level by examining how recent changes in the course syllabus strengthen pupils’ 

preparations for university courses. They provide a brief discussion of the impact of the 

country’s major curriculum initiatives mentioned in Chapter 3, on the ‘A’- Level mathematics 

syllabi. Some of these effects happened in parallel or simultaneously with revisions made at 

the Junior College, creating a new system in which some subjects previously offered in H2 

were moved to H1- or H3-levels. One of the most important changes that occurred was the 

incorporation of graphing calculators in the classrooms and later, the inclusion of graphing 

calculators in the assessments because of the ICT Masterplans and SMART Nation initiative 

of the government. Ho et al. also briefly report on the 2012 education goal of the Ministry of 

Education (MOE) – Every School a Good School – which ensures that mathematics learning 

at the H2 Mathematics and Future Mathematics levels would result in learning a higher level 

of mathematics and more engagement among learners. Revisions on the ‘A’-Level 

Mathematics Syllabi were not randomly implemented, which Ho et.al prove by reviewing four 

Curriculum Ideologies that provided the philosophical underpinnings for these changes. 

Another route by which school leavers in Singapore could take is a niche school for science 

and mathematics – the National University of Singapore (NUS) High School of Math and 

Science (NHSMS). It offers a six-year Integrated Programme (IP) leading a to a HS Diploma, 

that is recognized by all universities worldwide. Ho et al. ends this chapter with a presentation 

of the mathematics syllabi for mathematics major programs offered by the three major 

universities the country. 

 

Chapter 6, the last chapter in Section One revisits Singapore’s performance in international 

benchmark studies, namely Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) and Teacher Education and 

Development Study in Mathematics (TEDS-M). Each of these studies is discussed separately 

indicating their distinct objectives and assessment focus detailing the most important results of 

Singapore’s performance. Some important conclusions are highlighted: (1) Singapore’s 

periodic revisions of its school mathematics curriculum, with problem-solving as the central 

goal contributed greatly to its students’ high-level performance in TIMSS and PISA; (2) 

Singapore’s students are extensively exposed to real-world problems like the ones given in 

PISA, and (3) Singapore mathematics teachers’ mathematical content knowledge (MCK) and 
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mathematics pedagogical content knowledge (MPCK) are diverse. These and other results are 

taken as valuable input to continuously review and improve the school mathematics curricula 

at both the intended and enacted levels as well the curricula for mathematics teacher education 

and professional development.    

 

As mentioned earlier, Section 2 of the book provides more detailed insights into the teaching 

and learning practices in the Singapore mathematics classroom. Classroom research focusing 

on selected pedagogies and processes form the bulk of the presentations in each chapter. In 

Chapter 7, Toh et al. provide an update on the status of mathematical problem solving (MPS) 

as implemented in the classroom and summarize the many research studies that have been 

undertaken since 2009. Various research focused on questions involving tasks that included 

both open and real-world problems, approaches to solving that included the model-drawing 

method and other heuristics, students’ affective domain that included MPS behaviors, 

metacognition, sense-making and teachers’ beliefs and practices. Toh et al. provide a breath of 

fresh air as they narrate Singapore’s missteps in teaching problem solving. A central feature of 

this chapter is the effort of the problem-solving research team led by Toh to realize the goal of 

teaching problem solving skills to every student and not a specialized few with their pet project, 

Mathematical Problem Solving for Everyone (MProSE). Research on MPS have gone beyond 

schools to include teachers and undergraduate mathematics students.  

 

In Chapter 8, Yeo et al. present detailed descriptions of some key innovative practices and 

pedagogies in the Singapore mathematics classroom. These include Singapore’s adaptation of 

Bruner’s modes of representation, which has been renamed as Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract 

approach. This is a clear manifestation of Singapore’s philosophy of not needing to reinvent 

the wheel. The section on the well-known Model Method taught in Primary School is 

particularly enlightening and engaging with its clear illustration of how the method is applied 

leading to better learning in Algebra. For Algebra in Secondary 1, the Singapore AlgeDiscTM 

is now in use, and like with any new pedagogical approach, research on its effectiveness, the 

method for measuring effectiveness, and the design and development of any variations of the 

innovation as applied in different contexts (p. 189) are well under way. A recent innovation, 

developed in 2018, targets the students’ affective dimension in relation to learning 

mathematics. Yeo et al. outline the principles behind the LOVE Mathematics framework 

(Linking Opportunities in a Variety of Experiences to the learning of Mathematics) that aimed 

to engage the hearts of mathematics learners in order to build their self-esteem and increase 

their interest in mathematics.  

 

Chan et al. in Chapter 9 discuss two new trends in the Singapore mathematics classrooms -- 

mathematical modelling and problem-solving in the real-world context. Firstly, the authors 

clarify their understanding of ‘applications and modelling’ in the context of the Singapore 

school mathematics curriculum framework. An applications task is a real-world problem in 

which a pre-determined mathematical process is expected to be used. On the other hand, 

modelling tasks involve converting a real-world problem situation to a mathematical problem, 

which modellers solve using an appropriate mathematical process.  The second part of this 

chapter discusses efforts at teacher preparation to help develop their understanding and skills 

in carrying out these tasks as well as in teaching these to students. Analyses of research that 

studied both teachers and students learning mathematics modelling and applications and 

proposals for a more comprehensive understanding of these practices within the school 

mathematics curriculum framework are also presented.  
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Pattern recognition is an important part of the Singapore mathematics curriculum across the 

different school grades. Chapter 10 provides a rich repertoire of research studies that revealed 

students own strategies, sometimes undocumented and unrecognizable by teachers, in 

determining patterns and using these to solve problems. The goal is to learn how students can 

recognize patterns and how they might develop rules that would describe the underlying 

structures in the pattern. Ng and Chua effectively discuss three studies that have been done on 

Primary School students and one study conducted with Secondary School students, detailing 

the instruments used and the strategies employed by the students. 

  

One of the unusual components of the Singapore school mathematics curriculum framework is 

metacognition. Chapter 11 enlightens readers with its description of the research projects in 

Singapore involving metacognition -- awareness, monitoring, and regulation -- as it relates to 

mathematical problem-solving. One of the most important realizations by Singapore 

researchers is that metacognitive strategies for problem solving are learned through guided 

instruction (p. 246). Both students and mathematics teachers can benefit from explicit 

instruction on various metacognitive strategies. Several frameworks used to understand 

metacognition in relation to problem-solving are richly discussed. A crucial element in 

successfully implementing metacognitive strategies in problem solving is teachers’ capacities 

in helping their students. The chapter argues for including metacognition in mathematics 

teachers’ professional development and supporting them in their classroom practices.  

 

Students are a great source of information. Kaur and Toh in Chapter 12 discuss data on 

students’ perspectives of good mathematics lessons as revealed in two major studies – the 

Learner’s Perspective Study and the ongoing Enactment Project cited in Chapter 4. Data from 

the Learner’s Perspective Study indicate that students value the following qualities about 

mathematics lessons: clear, concrete, connected to past lessons, include interesting activities, 

and provide sufficient practice tasks (p. 272). On the other hand, students’ see some of the 

purposes of mathematics homework as: improving understanding, practicing skills, and 

preparing for tests (p. 274). Two cases from the Enactment Project were discussed to illustrate 

how two mathematics teachers relied on interactions between students and teachers in 

organizing their lessons, as revealed by their own students.  

 

Chapter 13 shows that Singapore is committed to educating every child. In the chapter, Toh 

and Kaur present the different approaches utilized by Singapore teachers to identify low 

attaining students and particularly help these in learning mathematics. Toh and Kaur discuss 

one research study in Singapore that sought to identify the characteristics of low attainers in 

school mathematics. They also discussed other studies in the Singapore context citing the 

different approaches used by research groups to help low attaining students from both the 

Normal (Academic) and Normal (Technical) secondary mathematics students learn the subject. 

Some of these approaches are co-operative learning strategies, use of the Concrete-Pictorial-

Abstract (C-P-A) approach in introducing new concepts, and the use of comics to motivate 

students in learning mathematics.  

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is now a staple in schools. Chapter 14 

discusses how Singapore schools use ICT to enhance the teaching of mathematics. Ng et al. 

examine the use of four ICT tools -- hand-held technology, specifically the graphing calculators 

(GC), dynamic geometry software, computing and programming tools, and e-learning, 

particularly explaining the rationale and philosophy for using ICT, identifying the use of each 
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tool for what purpose and how each tool is used. Ng et al. give an overview of the different 

mathematics software commonly used in Singapore schools and how student engagement is 

enhanced with these software. These include software for Graphing such as Desmos, for 

Statistics such as Excel, Computer Algebra Systems such as LiveMath, and Geometry Software 

such as Geogebra. ICT supports the use of a ‘flipped classroom’ and, thus, a large part of the 

chapter presents a theoretical framework for analyzing the optimal use ICT to maximize face-

to-face interaction in the classroom using a flipped classroom. 

 

The mathematics education landscape of Singapore is not complete without a thorough 

discussion of its mathematics teacher education and professional development. This is the focus 

of Section Three. The first chapter in this section, Chapter 15, narrates how the NIE, which is 

the sole teacher education institution in Singapore, came to be. Tay et al. trace the history and 

development of the NIE and its subsequent programme offerings for teacher education across 

the many years since its establishment in 1991. A huge part of the chapter looks at a variety of 

information gathered from studying teacher preparation models in different countries as well 

as local research to determine the kinds of knowledge needed by mathematics teachers. One 

can view Chapter 16 as a continuation of Chapter 15 as Leong et al. expound on the exemplary 

characteristics of mathematics teachers from the Singapore perspective. Data from the 

Learner’s Perspective Study revealed some of these characteristics of Singapore mathematics 

teachers. These include being competent and experienced, know the difference between types 

of tasks and their purpose (practice task vs learning task), assign homework and know the 

difference and purpose between types of homework, among others.   

 

Chapter 17 to 20 focus on the continuing professional development (PD) of mathematics 

teachers in Singapore. Singapore’s emphasis on teachers’ PD is consistent with its goal of 

instilling in all its learners the value of lifelong learning and adaptability. Chapter 17 describes 

the Teacher Growth Model developed by the MOE and launched in 2012. Further in the 

chapter, Ng et al. present an array of support mechanisms for in-service teachers, ranging from 

programmes and courses conducted mostly by academics from the NIE and Master Teachers 

from the Academy of Singapore Teachers (AST) and professional bodies such as the 

Association of Mathematics Teachers (AMT). The chapter ends with a brief description of a 

proposed conceptual framework for mathematics professional development.  

 

Chapter 18 present three models of teacher professional development as determined by 

research in Singapore. The Hybrid Model combines the “training model of PD” with sustained 

support for teachers to integrate knowledge gained from the PD into their classroom practice. 

This has 5 significant features – content focus, coherence, duration, active learning, and 

collective participation. The Laboratory Class follows Japan’s Lesson Study process while 

working with primary school mathematics teachers in school-based settings. The Networked 

Learning Communities model, like what other countries call professional learning 

communities, is focused on instilling teachers’ ownership of their knowledge and learning. 

These three models have a common aim of empowering teachers first, through various paths 

for continuing development, and second, by developing a sense of ownership of their learning 

as informed by their own understanding of their strengths and weaknesses in their profession. 

The three models also highlight that school-based PDs are potentially as effective, if not more, 

than university-based PDs. 
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Chapter 19 reports an ongoing school-based research development pedagogical innovation 

called Realistic Ambitious Pedagogy (RAP) pioneered by Singapore mathematics educators 

through school-based Replacement Units. Leong et al. first explain the term ‘ambitious 

pedagogy’ to refer to a commitment by teachers to “go beyond presenting mathematics as a set 

of rules” (p. 452) and ‘realistic ambitious pedagogy’ to acknowledge the constraints teachers 

face in school. The authors illustrate the use of the RAP in the case of teaching simultaneous 

linear equations. RAP is an “alternative approach—a frame of thinking and acting upon 

teaching goals and enactment—that would draw both teacher educators and teachers into a 

common ground for teacher development enterprises” (p. 466). More research is needed for 

this approach to take root.  

 

The last chapter in this section, Chapter 20, first discusses the role of teacher noticing in 

professional development. Teacher noticing can be thought of as sensitized noticing within the 

context of teaching. It is like a professional vision that teachers have, which they can hone to 

become more attuned to opportunities for further instruction, for example. The chapter presents 

recent studies related to understanding and developing teachers’ noticing skills.         

   

Overall, Mathematics Education in Singapore, is an extremely rich source of information about 

anything and everything that one hopes to know about Singapore’s mathematics education for 

its citizens. This book brought to fore some important realizations that contribute to 

Singapore’s success in educating its citizens in mathematics. First, Singapore’s national 

government had great vision and prioritized national interests. Realizing that their single 

natural resource is its people, Singapore’s leaders wasted no time harnessing the potential of 

each citizen by providing excellent education to every child, particularly in mathematics. 

Second, Singapore’s pragmatic belief that “there is no need to reinvent the wheel” has certainly 

driven the country to achieve much in mathematics curriculum, teaching, teacher education, 

and research well ahead of its neighbors in Southeast Asia. Third, Singapore’s robust research 

environment and strong support from government contributed to the sound decisions made in 

mathematics education. For all these and many more, Mathematics Education in Singapore is 

a must read for all scholars and practitioners of mathematics and mathematics education.  
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